2000 chevy cavalier dash lights

Five problems related to dash wiring have been reported for the Chevrolet Cavalier. The most
recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability
analysis of the Chevrolet Cavalier based on all problems reported for the Cavalier. I took my
chevy Cavalier to steve's auto care in the city of hawthorne, CA. The symptoms I had were my
lights in my dashboard would flash erratically and eventually my car would not start and the
"check theft system" light would come on. Steve claimed he fixed the problem and told me I
might need a new "computer" if the problem persisted. When I took my car home, the next day
the same symptoms occured again. I took the car back to him the next day and he told me his
diagnostic machine was not working and he was waiting for a cd to get the machine started
again. Hew informed me that when he had my car, all he did was put it on a scanner. A week
later the problem persisted again and I took mky car to power Chevrolet. They had my car for 3
days and said my car wouldn't start at times and couldn't find the problem. They said that my
battery terminal as well as 3 ground wires were corroded and they said they fixed the problem.
They charged me When I took my car home the same day the problem still persisted and I took
it back the next day to martin Chevrolet. They had my car 2 days and I received a call that
nothing was wrong with my car and that they drove the car 10 miles and nothing happened
when they had it. They told me that if my car stalls again to not have it started but to bring it to
them so they can see what the problem is. No one can find the problem and I know there is a
problem because now when the lights in my dash flash. I smell a little smoke. What in god's
name can I do to get this poroblemn resolved!!!????. Cracks in dash board plastic. Gas guage
stop working, trac light goes on and off and makes the car pull side to side in the snow and rain.
Dealership will not return any of my phone calls marine Chevrolet in jacksonville nc , lights on
dash board go on and off on thier own. Guages on dash work sometimes then stop working.
Vehicle was purchased used with a cracked dashboard. Dashboard was replaced, but wires
were not connected properly, or pinch which results in no inside dash lights. Consumer was
concerned that vehicle may be put in wrong gear. Please provide any further information. After
buying the car had to return to have the door fixed after door was fixed the keyless entry quit
working had the car back to get keyless entry fixed 4 times, had to have front rotors replaced at
miles along with the brakes ,still having problems with the braking system grinding and clicking
bad vibration in the front end when driving in straight stretches also vibration when going
around turns at times it feels like the tires are comming off car is in the shop at present time
with the brake problems and dimming of the lights and fuel gage reads empty after filling the
tank up and check gages lights come on and remain on for 50 - miles. Thats all at this time. I
received a recall notice but as I have taken the car overseas I do not know where to get the work
done. I have written several letters without response. No safety defect mentioned. Car
Problems. Dash Wiring problem 1. Dash Wiring problem 2. Dash Wiring problem 3. Dash Wiring
problem 4. Dash Wiring problem 5. Other Electrical System related problems of the Chevrolet
Cavalier. Ignition Switch problems Ignition Switch problems. Electrical System problems.
Ignition problems. Wiring problems. Battery problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Starter
problems. Ignition Module problems. Underhood Wiring problems. Fuses And Circuit Breaker
problems. Starter Solenoid problems. Asked by Wiki User. The list below is for the Cavalier's
dash. The lights on the mean the same thing, but they are not in the same place. Engine
suggestions may not be the same if you have an Eco-Tech engine. The answers are from the 2.
It is very similar in the overhead cam engines, and the 2. If a light is Yellow, it means do
something about it soon. If it's red, it means do sometthing about it NOW. If it's on, it means a
malfunction with the ABS system. Immediately to the right of the ABS is seatbelt. To the right of
that is Low Battery. Low Battery can also come on for alternator issues, or bad connection to
your battery. First, make sure your battery has a good connection. AutoZone will test your
battery and alternator for free. If it's on, AutoZone will tell you why it's on for free. It is red, and
looks like a square container with fluid in it, with an arrow pointing downward. Add some
coolant water and antifreeze mix to the plastic tank on the passenger side of your engine
compartment. There is a sensor in the very bottom of this tank that turns the light on. The light
does not tell you the level of coolant in your engine, or in the radiator. Make sure your car is
warmed up to F to get a good reading. You may warp the cylinder head! Let the car warm up,
then cool back down, and add more if necessary. Directly to the right of the low coolant light is
the Low Traction light. That means your traction control system is not working. Low Traction
means just that, your car has low traction. Top one looks like your high-beam light, but green
instead is daytime running lights DRL. Your DRL come on when your e-brake is not applied and
your car is turned on, and your headlights are not turned on. It is a way to make sure your
headlights are always "somewhat" on when you are driving. It's for safety. Some places, like
Canada , require that you always drive with your lights on. If you really hate the daytime running
lights, pull your E-Brake up one click while you are driving unless you have an automatic, then

the car will ding at you every couple seconds. BRAKE indicates an issue with your braking
system, or that the parking brake is engaged. The brake light reads pressure on the
porportioning valve, and can illumnate with high or low pressure check for leaks. The light is
activated by a sensor on the left side of the engine below the intake manifold. Your engine sits
sideways, with the front pointing towards the passenger side. There is no light or indicator on
your car that you are running low on oil. You should check your oil every other day. These cars
are about 10 years old! Low oil can blow your engine. The oil pressure light looks like a "gravy
boat" with a couple drops coming out the end. If your oil pressure light is on, I would not drive
your car. If oil is failing to get to all parts of your engine, your engine could seize up. Check oil
level. Remove your valve cover and run the car, and make sure oil is pumping up to the valves.
Could be your oil pump. Your oil pump has a screen on it that can get clogged with excessive
sludge. The oil pump is inside your oil pan, it's not very fun to get to. Above oil pressure is anti
theft system indicator. If you have a factory alarm, it may flash when the car is locked.
Otherwise, it is an indicator of a malfunction in the anti-theft system, most typically with the
Passlock ignition cylinder. If your car starts, dies, then flashes the Anti-Theft or Security light, it
is your Passlock system, and you will eventually need a new key cylinder. Try leaving Key on
for 15 minutes, then without turning key back off try to restart. Above the theft system indicator
is Check Gauges indicator. That means, look at your gauges, there's something wrong. Gas is
extremely low, engine is too hot, RPM's are too high, etc. The audible warning sound, for your
Chevy Cavalier, can be fixed by replacing the sounding device. The sounding device can be
purchased at most auto-parts stores. There are several vacuum hoses routed throughout a
Chevy Cavalier. To find the hoses, use a factory service repair manual of a Chevy Cavalier.
Maybe 2 separate problems--hae vehicle scanned by a shop that has an ABS scanner. The horn
is located in the center of the steering wheel on the Chevy Cavalier. They are not adjustable. I
have a Chevy Cavelier - year My timing belt broke at , with no warning. It was a belt though, not
a timing chain. It is important to maintain the fluid levels while owning a car. A Chevy Cavalier
can use 5W30 and 10W30, depending on where the driver lives. If the Cavalier has no lights an
will not start, there is an electrical issue. Check the battery, alternator, and the wiring from the
battery all the way to the starter to find the problem. Both Cavalier engines, the 2. The Chevy
Cavalier windshield washer tank is held in place with for retaining bolts. Remove the retaining
bolts and the windshield washer tank will come out. The third generation of Chevy Cavaliers
was from So, you would think they would be compatible. However, Chevy gave the Cavalier a
face lift in A Cavalier outside door shell will fit a Cavalier. Actually any outside door shell made
for a - Chevy Cavalier is interchangeable with each other. Bypass pully You can swap the
engine from your Cavalier 2. The wiring harness and motor mounts should be in exactly the
same. Ask Question. Dashboard Lights and Gauges. Chevy Cavalier. See Answer. Top Answer.
Wiki User Answered The left side of the dash: Top one looks like your high-beam light, but
green instead is daytime running lights DRL. Below the DRL light is the airbag. If it is on, it
means your airbag is NOT working. Below that is Service Engine. It is diffrerent from Check
Engine. Related Questions. How do you fix it the audible warning sound for cavalier? What
would cause my Turn signals and brake lights do not work on a Chevy cavalier? How to change
Chevy cavalier ac evaporator? Where are the vacuum hoses on a Chevy Cavalier? How do you
reset a Chevy Cavalier bcm? How many fuel injector does a Chevy cavalier have? What does a
wrench icon on the dash of your Chevy cavalier mean what does the wrench icon on the dash of
my Chevrolet cavalier mean? Will a 2. Where is horn located on a chevy caliver? Where is the
transmission solenoid located on a Chevy Cavalier? How do you adjust rocker valves on Chevy
cavalier ? When should you replace the timing belt on a Chevy Cavalier with K miles and all
original equipment? What kind of oil can be used in a Chevy cavalier? What do Mercedes
warning lights mean? What is the price of a Chevy Cavalier? What is the jump sequence after
taking out the fuse on a cavalier? How can you tell if you have dohc or ohv in a chevy cavalier?
How do you remove a windshield washer tank on a Chevy cavalier? Is a Chevy Cavalier front
bumper compatible with a Chevy Cavalier front bumper? Will a Cavalier outside door shell fit a
cavalier? Can you put a turbo on a Chevy Cavalier Z24? How do you by pass a Chevy cavalier
air conditioner? Engine swap cavalier 2. Trending Questions Is silence a sound? Asked By
Ciara Parker. Has a human ever been mailed via the United States Postal Service? Asked By
Annamarie Trantow. Who would you swap lives with for a day? Asked By Fletcher Altenwerth.
How many feet are in seven minutes? Asked By Wiki User. Why were the English able to defeat
the french in early battles such as the one at crecy? What are the duties of a health prefect?
What letter in the Alphabet is always waiting in order? What number is the opposite of 0. Hottest
Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When did organ music become associated with
baseball? Asked By Curt Eichman
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n. How can you cut an onion without crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell
like bookstores? Asked By Veronica Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on the moon last?
Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the
longest reigning WWE Champion of all time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV
dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter. Previously Viewed Where can you find a list of dash warning
lights for a Chevy Cavalier? Unanswered Questions What values can we get in the folk dance
tiklos? What happens when heat energy is not properly used and handled? How did Jose rizals
parents raise their children? Moral lesson of tale of pilandok story? What online sites don't ask
for cvv? Does Melissa Fumero smoke? Give the summary in the poem myopia by syl
cheney-coker? All Rights Reserved. The material on this site can not be reproduced,
distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with prior written permission of
Multiply.

